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INVESTIGATION OF LIQUID FLUOROPOLYMERS AS POSSIBLEMATERIALS FOR LOW-TEMPERATURE LIQUID WALLCHAMBERS FOR ULTRACOLD-NEUTRON STORAGEYu. N. Pokotilovski *Joint Institute for Nulear Researh141980, Dubna, Mosow Region, RussiaSubmitted 27 April 2002Several hydrogen-free liquid low-temperature �uoropolymers are investigated from the point of view of theirpossible use as the material for walls of ultraold-neutron traps with low losses. Visosity was measured in thetemperature range 150�300 K and neutron sattering ross-setions were measured in the temperature range10�300 K and in the neutron wavelength range 1�20 Å. Some onlusions are made for their possible ultraold-neutron bottle properties. Quasi-elasti neutron re�etion from the surfae of a visous liquid is onsidered inthe frame work of the Maxwell dynami model.PACS: 29.30.-h, 61.12.-q, 61.25.Hq1. INTRODUCTIONThe goal of present-day investigations of free neu-tron deay is to reah a preision better than 0.1% forparameters of the V�A theory of the neutron beta de-ay through measurement of the asymmetry of neutrondeay and the neutron lifetime. The neutron lifetimemeasurements are neessary for determining the fun-damental oupling onstants of the weak interations.Additionally, it is an important parameter in astrophys-ial alulations onerning the reation of nulei in theearly stage after the Big Bang, inluding the heliumabundane in the Universe, the number of speies oflight stable neutrinos, and solar neutrino �ux alula-tions.An almost order-of-magnitude improvement of theauray of measurement of the neutron lifetime hasourred in reent years [1℄. This progress was reahedentirely due to the appliation of ultraold-neutron(UCN) storage in losed volumes. A review of theneutron lifetime measurements up to 1990 was pub-lished by Shrekenbah and Mampe [2℄ (see also thereview by Pendlebury [3℄, on wider fundamental ap-pliations of UCN). For a reent review of investiga-tions of free-neutron deay see [4; 5℄. The most preise*E-mail: pokot�nf.jinr.ru

measurements of the neutron lifetime were arried outwith very low surfae temperature beryllium and solidoxygen traps [6℄, or with traps overed with Fomblinoil [7�10℄.The experiments with very old (near 10K) beryl-lium UCN traps have led [11, 12℄ to the observation ofsurprisingly large UCN losses in the traps, exeedingtheoretial preditions by two orders of magnitude. Atroom temperature, the wall losses exeed the theoret-ial ones by an order of magnitude [12℄. The reasonof this anomaly is not undestood yet and is a seriousimpediment to further signi�ant progress in preisionof neutron lifetime measurements by this method.The losses of UCN stored in traps with walls ov-ered with solid oxygen [6, 12℄ or ooled graphite [13℄also exeed those alulated aording to old-neutrontransmission ross-setions by two to three orders ofmagnitude.Appliation of the hydrogen-free per�uoropolyether(PFPE) oil (Fomblin) was �rst proposed by Bates [14℄and was tested for neutron lifetime measure-ment in [15℄. Fomblin has the hemial formulaCF3(C3F6O)n(OCF2)mOCF3, with m=n = 20�40, andthe moleular weight near 3000 [16℄.The UCN losses aused by Fomblin wall ollisions ina large UCN trap (volume up to 72 l) were around 20%(at 10 ÆC) and 10% (at 4 ÆC) of the beta deay in [15℄203



Yu. N. Pokotilovski ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 123, âûï. 2, 2003and subsequent experiments [7, 8℄ and were the mostimportant soure of systemati errors when orretionsfor these losses were made. There were plans [17℄ toontinue the neutron lifetime experiments with an up-graded installation in the same way as in [7, 8℄.Careful measurements of UCN losses in Fomblintraps with the aim to obtain the UCN energy depen-dene of the loss oe�ient were performed in [18℄. Inthe expression for the UCN loss probability averagedover the isotropi angular distribution,��(E) = 2� "VE arsin rEV !�rV �EE # ; (1)where E is the energy of the neutron and V isthe boundary potential of the trap, the experimen-tal UCN redued loss oe�ient � was found tobe � = 2:35(0:10) � 10�5 for the Fomblin oil and� = 1:85(0:10) � 10�5 for the Fomblin grease at 21 ÆC.It is interesting to note that these values of the mea-sured UCN loss oe�ient � in Fomblin are signi�-antly lower than the limiting anomalous loss oe�-ient �anom = 3:3 �10�5 in beryllium traps at 10K [12℄.At a lower temperature of Fomblin, 4 ÆC, the loss oef-�ient was as low as � = 1:3(1)�10�5, the best one everobtained experimentally and 2.5 times lower than theanomalous loss oe�ient in experiments [12℄.We use the standard formalism for the omplex po-tential U desribing the UCN interation with walls,� = ImUReU ; U = 4�~22m Xi Nibi; Im b = �2�; (2)where m is the neutron mass, Ni is the number of nu-lei in a unit volume of the wall material, bi is theoherent sattering length on a bound nuleus of thewall, and � is the ross-setion of inelasti proessesfor neutrons with wavelength �; this formalism allowsalulating the part of wall loss oe�ient attributedto neutron apture in Fomblin. This part is as low as3:6�10�7 (the experimental value ReU = 106:5 neV [19℄was used in this alulation). This implies that themain omponent of UCN losses is the inelasti sat-tering. For Fomblin, a strong dependene of UCN walllosses on temperature was observed: the losses dereaseby about 3% as the temperature is lowered by 1 ÆC [7℄.This requires a very good wall temperature uniformityover the trap surfae for preision measurement of theneutron lifetime. But the use of Fomblin at loweredtemperatures did not prove to be promising in view ofrumbling of the Fomblin surfae in solid and near-to-solid states [7, 9℄, resulting in a signi�ant inrease ofthe UCN losses. The authors of [7℄ found that below

0 ÆC, the Fomblin oil beomes too visous for respray-ing over the wall surfae.But for a liquid Fomblin surfae, ontrary to solidsurfaes, the di�erene between the measured UCN lossoe�ients and the ones alulated from transmissionmeasurements is not large.Exept for the indiation [7℄ that transmission mea-surements with � = 60Å neutrons at 20 ÆC Fomblinagree with the ross-setion of UCN losses within thefator 1.5, there is no (known to the author) quan-titative experimental information on neutron inelastisattering in PFPE; the possibility for alulating itsu�ers from unertainties about dynamis of thermalmotion in this liquid polymer. It is interesting to om-pare the total inelasti UCN ross-setion in PFPE ex-trated from [7, 18℄ in aordane with Eq. (2) andextrapolated to the thermal point in aordane withthe inverse-veloity law �PFPEextr = 8:65 b (� 0:51 bper atom of PFPE) with the experimental data for a�similar�ompound, Te�on (CF2)n [20℄. For the lowestneutron energy 0.376 meV used in these measurements,at whih the elasti oherent sattering e�ets are be-lieved to be negligible (below all the Bragg peaks inthe ross-setion measured in [20℄), the ross-setionper atom extrapolated to the thermal point is 0.63 b,whih satisfatorily agrees with 0.51 b.In [21℄, it was proposed to try low-temperature liq-uid wall hambers for storing UCN. This proposal wasprompted by publiation [22℄ that reported about newreently synthesized fully �uorinated ompounds whosephysial properties are promising from the point of viewof using them in liquid-wall UCN traps. These newompounds � per�uorinated polyformaldehydes �have a large liquid range and good low-temperatureproperties. Their formula is C4F9(OCF2)nC4F9. De-pending on the number n (between 6 and 10), the boil-ing temperature of this polymer varies between 125and 200 ÆC; the melting point is between �145 and�152 ÆC.There is the hope that at lower temperatures � inthe viinity of the melting point (e.g., �100 ÆC), in-elasti upsattering, whih is believed to be the mostimportant omponent of UCN losses at ollisions withhamber walls, dereases by several times. Corretionsfor the UCN loss at inferring the neutron lifetime fromthe UCN storage data are dereased respetively.It is not yet lear to what extent the reently ob-served [23℄ small UCN ooling and heating during stor-age in Fomblin traps is an important omponent ofUCN losses from the liquid-wall traps.The lak of any information about dynamial prop-erties of this new ompound (as well as for Fomblin)204



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 123, âûï. 2, 2003 Investigation of liquid �uoropolymers as possible materials : : :only allows making a very approximate estimate ofgain in UCN losses (UCN upsattering ross-setion)with lowering the temperature from 10 to �120 ÆC.It is assumed in this estimate that dynamial prop-erties of PFPE and this new polymer are similar,and the frequeny distribution is desribed by theDebye model. From the known spei� heat ofFomblin, 0.24 kal/(g�grad) [24℄, the Debye tempera-ture of Fomblin an be alulated in standard way as750K; it in turn allows alulating the UCN upsat-tering ross-setion in the inoherent approximation.The result of this alulation is that the upsatteringross-setion dereases by �ve times from room tem-perature to �120 ÆC, and hanges by 0.7% per 1 ÆC atroom temperature. The latter �gure is four times lowerthan was reported [7℄, and our estimate therefore seemsto be a lower bound of the possible derease of UCNupsattering with lowering the temperature.To our regret, we were unable to obtain this sub-stane [22℄ in our disposal. But it turned out thatlow-temperature �uoropolymers with similar propertiesare produed in Russia1).The goal of this work was to investigate several pos-sible low-temperature �uoropolymers that are andi-dates for a low-temperature liquid-wall UCN bottle.Measured were: visosity as a funtion of temperaturebeause visosity determines the temperature range atwhih the liquid wall an be pratially used and oldneutron ross-setions as a funtion of temperature.2. VISCOSITY AND NEUTRONCROSS-SECTION MEASUREMENTSVisosity was measured with the simplest pos-sible method of a �sinking ball� [25℄. The re-sults are presented in Fig. 1. As an be seenPOM-310 and POM have the most promisingproperties. They are the mixtures of omplex�uoropolyoximethilenes with the general formulaCF3O(CF2O)n(CF2CF2O)m(OCF2CF2O)lCF3 withn : m : l = 65:8 : 3:1 : 0:2 and moleular weight 4883for POM-310, and n : m : l = 30:3 : 1:5 : 0:2 andmoleular weight 2354 for POM.It an be seen from Fig. 1 that the visosity of themost promising liquids, POM and POM-310, at �90 ÆCis lose to the visosity of Fomblin at a temperaturenear 0 ÆC, at whih it an still be used in the exper-1) The investigated substanes were produed by Perm branhof the Russian Sienti� Center �Applied Chemistry� and by theState Sienti� Institute for Organi Chemistry and Tehnology,Mosow.
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t; ÆCFig. 1. Visosity of di�erent liquid �uoropolymers as afuntion of temperature: 1� Fomblin; 2 �POM-310;3 � POM, 4�7 � several other liquid �uoropolymerswith a di�erent hemial ontentiments on neutron lifetime measurement [8; 15℄. Thismeans that from the experimental standpoint, they areappropriate for a similar use as in experiments [7℄.Neutron ross-setion measurements were per-formed at the hannel 6B of the reator IBR-2. Themain goal was to measure the total ross-setions atthe lowest possible energies in a wide temperaturerange that would allow inferring the upsattering partof the ross-setion from these measurements. Thisan be used to estimate possible UCN losses in storageexperiments.In view of an overwhelming �ux of delayed thermalneutrons in the diret beam time-of-�ight spetrum be-low the neutron energy about 1 meV, di�ration fromthe stak of mia (arti�ial �uorophlogopite [26, 27℄)with the lattie parameter 9.97Å for the (001) planewas used for neutron monohromatization. A signi�-ant suppression of the delayed thermal neutron om-ponent in the di�rated neutron beam was reahed inthis way. The spetrum of neutrons di�rated from thestak of mia (thikness about 1.8 mm) is shown inFig. 2.The total ross-setions were measured at severalBragg angles of neutron di�ration from mia, from 45to 83.5Æ. In Fig. 3, we show the total neutron ross-setion for three room-temperature �uoropolymers asa funtion of the neutron wavelength. Strong oherente�ets an be seen in a wide wavelength range up to thelargest wave length reahed in this measurements, 20Å.205
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Fig. 2. Time-of-�ight spetrum of neutrons di�ratedfrom the stak of arti�ial �uoro�ogopite at the Braggangle 45Æ. Numbers indiate the order of di�ration
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Fig. 3. The total neutron ross-setion for liquid �uo-ropolymers at temperature 290 K as a funtion of theneutron wavelength: 1 � Fomblin; 2 � POM-310;3 � POMThis behavior is similar to the behavior of the ross-setion for an other well-known solid �uoropolymer,Te�on. Our measurements of the total ross-setionfor Te�on are in a good agreement with the previousone [20℄.To obtain the value of the upsattering probabil-ity for UCN in traps with walls overed with these li-quids, the measurements of the total neutron ross-se-tion were performed in wide temperature range from290 down to 10 K and in the wavelength range from1 to 20Å. In Figs. 4 and 5, we show temperature de-pendene of the total ross-setion of long-wavelengthneutrons for Fomblin and POM-310. The ross-setionfor POM (not shown) is lose to the ross-setion forPOM-310.
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Fig. 4. The total neutron ross-setion for Fomblin ver-sus temperature for the neutron wavelength 14:1Å
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100 200 30020Fig. 5. The total neutron ross-setion for POM-310versus temperature for several neutron wavelengthsIn the temperature range of interest (200�300 K)and wavelength larger than 10Å, upsattering is astrongly dominating omponent of inelasti sattering(for neutron energies En � kT ). At low tempera-tures (10�100 K), the ross-setion is independent ofthe temperature and is the one of entirely elasti sat-tering. The upsattering ross-setion an thereforebe obtained after subtrating this elasti omponentfrom the total ross-setion. In Fig. 6, we show theresult of this operation for the neutron wavelength20Å. It is seen that in these measurements, we didnot reah the neutron energy range where the upsat-tering ross-setion behaves aording to the inverseveloity law. This is beause of a strong oherent in-elasti ontribution (at T � 100 K) in a wide rangeof wavelengths around 10Å. Measurements of the totalross-setion for these substanes at room temperaturefor neutrons in the wavelength range 200�800Å demon-206
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0Fig. 6. The upsattering neutron ross-setion forPOM-310 versus temperature obtained as a result ofsubtrating the elasti sattering ontribution from thetotal ross-setionstrated a good agreement with the inverse veloity lawdependene of the ross-setion and yielded oinidentresults with the present measurements at 20Å for thevalue of the upsattering ross-setion extrapolated tothe thermal point at room temperature [28℄.At large wavelengths, the upsattering ross-setionas a funtion of temperature, an be taken as a start-ing point for alulation of the possible upsatteringontribution to the UCN loss in liquid-wall traps.From the upsattering ross-setion 3 b/atom forFomblin at � = 20Å and room temperature, it fol-lows that Im b = �=2� = 0:75 � 10�17 m, whih leadsto the loss oe�ient � � 1:25 � 10�5 (the mean valueof the real part of the sattering length for Fomblinwas alulated to be Re b � 5:9 F). The experimentalvalue � = 2:35 � 10�5 [18℄ inferred from UCN storageexperiments is almost twie the value inferred from thetransmission data of the present measurements. Someadditional loss proesses possibly our when UCN re-�et from the liquid surfae: due to some hydrogenontamination of the surfae inreasing the upsatter-ing probability, or a signi�ant in�uene of quasi-elastisattering (small heating [23℄) due to the surfae exi-tation of a visous liquid [29℄.Upsattering ross-setions for other liquid �uo-ropolymers are lose to the Fomblin one. Most impor-tant is the temperature behavior of the ross-setionfor low-temperature liquids. It follows from Fig. 6 thatat temperature around 190 K, where visous proper-ties are appropriate for experiments with a UCN bot-tle, the upsattering ross-setion at the wavelength20Å is 0.5�0.6 b. For the expeted loss oe�ient ofUCN due to upsattering at this temperature, this gives

� � 2 �10�6. This �gure is an order of magnitude lowerthan the experimental one for Fomblin [8; 18℄. We antherefore hope to derease the UCN loss orretion inthe neutron lifetime experiment approahing the value3 � 10�4 for the preision of neutron lifetime measure-ment. 3. INFLUENCE OF QUASI-ELASTICUPSCATTERINGIt was shown in [29℄ that another possible soure ofUCN losses in liquid-wall traps � small neutron heat-ing during ollisions with the walls [23℄ � an be ex-plained as a result of neutron interation with thermalsurfae exitations of the liquid surfae. Quantitativeexperimental data on UCN quasi-elasti sattering onliquid surfaes are sare: the di�erential probabilityof sattering as a funtion of the inident UCN energyand of the energy hange is not measured yet, the inte-gral probability is known very approximately beauseabsolute alibration of the deteting apparatus is di�-ult and the range of integration over the inident and�nal neutron energy is not determined preisely. It ispossible, however, to determine parameters of the dy-nami model of a visous liquid with some preisionusing even this sant information.First, it is easy to show that in typial experimen-tal situations of our interest, the apillary wave on-tribution to a small UCN energy hange is inessential.For pratial needs, the visosity range of liquid poly-mers used for UCN storage is between one and dozenspoise, and the surfae tension of our liquids is about 20din/m2. As is well known [30, 31℄, apillary waves arenot damped when the dispersion urve ! =p�=� q3=2for apillary waves lies above the line ! = (2�=�)q2.Here, ! is the frequeny of surfae osillations, � isthe surfae tension, � is the visosity, q is the sur-fae wave vetor, and � is the density of the liquid.The ritial wave vetor q = ��=4�2 (about 0.4 m�1at � = 5 Ps) orresponds to the ritial apillary fre-queny ! = �2�=8�3. It is as low as 1 s�1 and out-side measurement apaity in any neutron experiments.The apillary waves in the energy range of our inter-est, 0.1�100 neV (105 s�1 � ! � 108 s�1), are stronglyoverdamped.But at small time sales (t � 10�5 s), visous liquidsdemonstrate elasti properties: they deform under thein�uene of an external fore, and a shear stress thenrelaxes with a harateristi time � . Visoelasti prop-207



Yu. N. Pokotilovski ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 123, âûï. 2, 2003erties an be desribed introduing [32℄ the omplexvisosity via the Maxwell formula� = �0=(1� i!�); (3)whih is simply the Fourier transform of the exponen-tial time dependene of elasti deformations in a vis-oelasti liquid.As shown in [33, 34℄, taking elasti properties intoaount leads to signi�ant variability of the spetrumof surfae �utuations: the spetrum of apillary wavesis suppressed and narrowed, and energy dissipation ofsurfae vibrations is inreased at the expense of arisingat higher frequenies of the wave motion of a phononnature. These elasti e�ets totally prevail in the fre-queny range of our interest.To �nd the e�et of surfae �utuations on the UCNquasi-elasti interation with a liquid surfae, we usethe results in [35℄ for the dynami struture fator of avisous liquid, S(q; !) = (2�)3h�2q;!qi; (4)where h�2q;!qi is the mean squared surfae �utuationwith the wave vetor q and frequeny !q. The stru-ture fator is given byS(q; !) = 8kBT Re[�(!)℄q3jD(q; !)j2 ��(1+ 12Re[�(q; !)℄�2Re�1+ 11+�(q; !)�); (5)where the surfae-mode dispersion relation[31; 33; 36�38℄ is D(q; !) = 0, withD(q; !) = [i! + 2�(!)q2℄2 �� 4�(!)2q4�(q; !) + �q3=�: (6)Here, �(!) = �(!)=� is the kinemati visosity;the omplex frequeny-dependent visosity �(!) inEq. (3) rosses from the visous behavior at low fre-quenes to the elasti behavior at high frequenes with�0 = G� [32, 35℄ and�(q; !) =s1 + i!�(!)q2 : (7)In expressions (5)�(7), kB is the Boltzmann onstant,T is the temperature, � is the surfae tension, � is thedensity, � is the liquid-polymer stress relaxation time,and G is the frequeny-independent shear modulus ofthe polymer network.In this simple Maxwell model, the surfae dynam-is of the liquid and the interation of neutrons with
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